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Abstract: The article is dedicated to the methodology of designing component-in-the-loop (CiL)
testing systems for automotive powertrains featuring several drivelines, including variants with
individually driven axles or wheels. The methodical part begins with descriptions of operating and
control loops of CiL systems having various simulating functionality—from a “lumped” vehicle
for driving cycle tests to vehicles with independently rotating drivelines for simulating dynamic
maneuvers. The sequel contains an analysis that eliminates a lack of clarity observed in the existing
literature regarding the principles of building a “virtual inertia” and synchronization of loading
regimes between individual drivelines of the tested powertrain. In addition, a contribution to the
CiL methodology is offered by analyzing the options of simulating tire slip taking into account a
limited accuracy of measurement equipment and a limited performance of actuating devices. The
methodical part concludes with two examples of mathematical models that can be employed in
CiL systems to simulate vehicle dynamics. The first one describes linear motion of a “lumped”
vehicle, while the second one simulates vehicle’s trajectory motion taking into account tire slip in
both the longitudinal and lateral directions. The practical part of the article presents a case study
showing an implementation of the CiL design principles in a laboratory testing facility intended
for an all-wheel-drive hybrid powertrain of a heavy-duty vehicle. The CiL system description is
followed by the test results simulating the hybrid powertrain operation in a driving cycle and in
trajectory maneuvering. The results prove the validity of the proposed methodical principles, as well
as their suitability for practical implementations.
Keywords: automotive powertrain; hybrid electric powertrain; all-wheel-drive; individual wheel
drive; laboratory testing; component-in-the-loop; simulation
1. Introduction
Automotive powertrains, especially those with multiple driving axles or individually
driven wheels, besides propelling the vehicle, can deliver several functions including
control of traction and braking forces [1–3] and the yaw stability control also called torque
vectoring [1,4,5]. When elaborating these functions using physical experiments, the pow-
ertrain or its components should be tested in regimes corresponding to vehicle driving
that ranges from linear motion to intensive trajectory maneuvering. Among the existing
experimental methods suitable for that task, vehicle road tests are able to provide the
widest range of possible driving modes and external conditions. Moreover, tests of that
type produce results being closest to real-world driving. However, they have a number of
limitations, which can be divided into two kinds. The first one implies limitations imposed
by season and weather conditions including possible instability of physical properties of
the road surface (e.g., instability of snow and ice under the direct sun). This may entail
difficulties in ensuring repeatability of tests. The second kind relates to measurement
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constraints especially when it comes to the operating parameters of the powertrain that
have to be measured in difficult-to-access places.
Thorough and comprehensive physical tests of powertrains can be performed in a
laboratory using test benches. This approach provides a convenient access to the powertrain
components allowing one to install measurement equipment in whatever places it is
required. It also ensures a high repeatability of tests. With the expansion of powertrain
functionality, the traditional techniques of bench testing became insufficient as they only
allowed simulating simple driving modes (i.e., linear motion with no tire-road adhesion
taken into account). The improvement of functionality of laboratory testing has come in
the form of the component-in-the-loop (CiL) technology being a part of the wide variety of
X-in-the-Loop methods [6–8] (where X stands for either a hardware or a software system).
CiL combines the hardware components that are physically presented in the laboratory
and software models of the physically absent components, as well as the environment, into
a cohesive system existing partly in the physical and partly in the virtual domain. The
essential requirement for the software implementation of the virtual part is that during
CiL testing it should run in real-time. Bilateral interactions between the hardware and
the virtual parts of a CiL system are established by means of data exchange and physical
actuation. This functionality allows replicating the powertrain operation in driving modes
that, traditionally, were only available in outdoor testing; for example, tests with limited
tire-road grip including different adhesion at individual wheels, handling maneuvers, and
tests on roads with uneven surfaces. Therefore, one can say that the CiL technology makes
laboratory tests, to a large extent, equivalent to those traditionally only possible outdoors,
combining the advantages of both the testing technologies.
Early descriptions of the essential solutions for CiL testing of automotive powertrains
can be found in several patents belonging to the late 1970s and 1980s. The patent [9]
introduced a design of a laboratory system that featured simulation of a vehicle inertia
(“virtual inertia”) using a closed loop control system implemented by means of analogue
calculating devices. The patent by General Motors [10] used the same principle of a
simulated inertia but introduced a more advanced virtual part that included an automatic
transmission with a torque converter and a planetary gearbox, as well as a regulator of
the virtual vehicle’s velocity able of tracking driving cycles by means of engine throttle
control. In the works published during the following three decades [11–22], the simulated
vehicle inertia and virtual powertrain components were used in CiL systems for testing
conventional, hybrid [12–15,19], and electric [16–18] powertrains. The evolution of these
techniques also has resulted in engine-in-the-loop testing systems [20–22] having a wide
use in powertrain development.
Another concept of the CiL technology is the “virtual shaft” [23,24] that allows inter-
action between powertrain units that are mechanically connected within a vehicle chassis
but, in laboratory experiments, are placed in different locations. The “virtual shaft” is a
software-implemented mathematical model of a mechanical shaft that may include an
inertia, torsional stiffness, and damping. The shaft torque calculated by this model in
real time is applied to the mechanical inputs of the tested powertrain units by means
of dynamometers. The shaft model is provided with speed and torque feedback signals
physically measured between the tested units and the dynamometers.
With the powertrain functions extending into the fields of active safety, vehicle dy-
namic and traction control, new modifications of CiL systems have been proposed. Along
with the virtual inertia, they feature different approaches of simulating the tire slip that
is an essential parameter for vehicle dynamics and safety applications. Some particular
solutions are protected by patents. For example, Johnson et al. [25] describe a testing
system that includes a virtual model of vehicle dynamics interacting with models of tires.
The latter are calculated using a backward approach resulting in approximate wheel slip
estimates, which are taken into account in defining the reference shaft speeds of the tested
powertrain units. A significantly different method of simulating tire slip is described in [26].
Its key feature is using a tire model as a regulator for the loading device connected to
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the tested drivetrain. This solution makes the CiL system a closer approximation of the
simulated physical phenomena. However, the method imposes strict requirements on the
precision of the employed measuring and actuating equipment, as it uses the measured
shaft rpm for the tire slip estimation (see Section 2.1 for the analysis of this approach) and
an open-loop calculation of the loading torque.
The motivation behind this work is to propose a generalized and systematic concept
of CiL testing with the focus on powertrains that feature all-wheel-drive and individually
driven wheels. Considering the above-mentioned capabilities of such powertrains, the
concept should imply for CiL systems to have a functionality that allows simulating tire
slip and a miscellanea of vehicle dynamic maneuvers. Regarding the CiL design principles,
the task is to propose and elaborate an approach that, on the one hand, provides an
accurate approximation of the simulated physics, while on the other hand, does not impose
excessive requirements regarding the precision and actuating performance of laboratory
equipment. Although the method of the virtual inertia has been known for quite some time
and described in a number of publications, certain inaccuracies in some published works
and a lack of analysis of the underlying physics and control principles make it worthwhile
to analyze the virtual inertia thoroughly to make its understanding clearer and avoid its
incorrect use. The practical purpose of solving these theoretical problems was to implement
the outcomes in the form of an actual CiL system, which is described in Section 4.
In accordance with the above tasks, the sequel of the article consists of two parts that
can be called the methodical (Sections 2 and 3) and the practical (Section 4). The methodical
part describes the concepts behind the CiL technology when applied to powertrain testing,
including operating and control loops for systems with different simulating functionality.
In addition, the methodical aspects of simulating inertia and tire slip are analyzed. The
practical part presents a case study that implements the described techniques in the form of
a laboratory CiL system intended to test an all-wheel-drive hybrid powertrain of a heavy-
duty vehicle. After describing the powertrain and the developed CiL system, examples
of testing results are presented showing simulations of a driving cycle and a handling
maneuver. Finally, Section 5 gives the main conclusions drawn from the theoretical and the
practical parts of the work.
2. Component-in-the-Loop System Concepts
2.1. Operating and Control Loops
Let us begin with the basic CiL concept of simulating an inertia equivalent to the mass
of the considered vehicle to use that “virtual inertia” as an operating load for the tested
powertrain (along with the velocity-dependent resistance forces). This technique implies
using a simple virtual model that makes its description methodically vivid. Moreover, the
principle can be further expanded to complex systems where the motion of the vehicle
mass does not have a direct association with rotation of the drivetrain’s shafts.
The basic CiL system shown in Figure 1 includes a hardware powertrain unit having
an output shaft and a real-time software model of vehicle dynamics. These two parts
are interconnected by the information and physical interfaces. In this case, the model
of linear vehicle motion is considered, which is described in Section 3.1 and called the
“simple” model. Simulation of a virtual inertia and other loading factors is performed
by a dynamometer (for example in the form of an electric machine) connected to the
powertrain’s output shaft. To provide the simulation system with feedback signals, a
sensor is installed in the junction of the powertrain and dynamometer shafts that measures
torque and angular speed. For adequate simulation, it is imperative that the entire tested
driveline is located at one side of the sensor. The other sensor’s side is connected to the
dynamometer and torque/speed transforming devices (e.g., a gearbox) if any.
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Figure 1. Hardware arrangement, simulation and control loops of a component-in-the-loop (CiL) 
system for powertrain testing with modeling of a “lumped” vehicle neglecting tire slip. 
To synchronize the virtual and the physical parts of the tested system, those parts are 
incorporated into two closed loops. The first one uses the measured shaft torque 𝑇  
as a feedback signal that enters into the vehicle model and “drives” it. The model calcu-
lates the vehicle velocity, which is transformed into the angular speed of the powertrain 
output shaft 𝜔  and then used as the command signal for the second closed loop. The 
feedback of the second loop is the measured angular speed 𝜔  of the same shaft (its 
physical part). The deviation between the calculated and the measured angular speed is 
fed into the dynamometer regulator that calculates the torque command 𝑇  (or an 
equivalent quantity) to eliminate the deviation. The dynamometer exerts the required 
torque allowing to attain the commanded shaft speed. In turn, the actual values of the 
shaft torque 𝑇  and angular speed 𝜔  are measured by the sensor and fed back into 
the computing blocks therefore closing both of the loops. 
The described simulation technique can be adapted for testing of powertrains having 
several units that drive individual axles or wheels. In the simplest case not considering 
tire slip, coordination of operating loads between the powertrain units is implemented 
using kinematic relations that include tire radii and transmission ratios. If the virtual 
model takes into account tire slip, the control method should be based on a relation be-
tween the kinematic variables constituting the slip. The longitudinal tire slip is a conven-
tional variable that has several proposed options of being calculated [27]. For example, in 
the work [28] (p. 4), H.B. Pacejka used the following formula: 𝑆 = − 1 − 𝜔 ∙ 𝑟𝑣 , , 
where 𝜔  is the wheel angular speed, 𝑟  is the effective rolling radius of the wheel de-
fined either in free-rolling or in driven mode, and 𝑣 ,  is the linear velocity of the wheel’s 
rotation center. 
Regardless of the specific expression, the common feature persists across all the var-
iants of tire slip calculation—a relation between the wheel’s angular speed and the linear 
speed defined in a certain point of the vehicle chassis. Additionally, one should take into 
account that the longitudinal tire force relates to the tire slip as follows: 𝐹 = 𝐹 ∙ 𝜇 (𝑆 ), 
where 𝐹  is the normal tire force and 𝜇 (𝑆 ) is the longitudinal tire-road adhesion coef-
ficient being a function of the tire slip. 
Figure 1. Hardware arrangement, simulation and control loops of a compo ent-in-the-loop (CiL)
system for powertrain testing with modeling of a “lumped” vehicle neglecting tire slip.
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variable that has several proposed options of being calculated [27]. For example, in the
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Fz is the normal tire force and µx(Sx) is the longitudinal tire-road adhesion coeffici nt
being a function of the tire slip.
These relations suggest that, in a CiL system that has multiple drivelines associated
with different wheels or axles, the central element is the model of vehicle dynamics calcu-
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lating its linear velocity (see, for example, the “complex model” in Section 3.2). Rotational
dynamics of all the associated wheels or axles is modeled by means of separate differential
equations (also included in the “complex” model). Solving these equations yields the angu-
lar speeds of these wheels. The latter, together with the vehicle velocity, allows estimating
the tire slip for all the wheels/axles. In turn, this allows calculating the longitudinal tire
forces being common loading factors for vehicle dynamics and wheel dynamics. Therefore,
the virtual loops become closed providing a coordination of rotation for all the simulated
wheels/axles through a common “pivot”—the vehicle model. On the other hand, in reg-
ulation of the operating load of a powertrain unit, the controlled variable is the angular
speed of the output shaft. The latter is defined by the angular speed of the associated
axle or wheel, which is implemented as a model within the virtual part of the system.
When tracking the calculated speed of the driveline shaft, the dynamometer exerts a torque
corresponding to that created by the tire force and other factors acting upon the simulated
wheel. Considering the described control chain, one can say that the virtual vehicle serves
as a load-coordinating element for all the drivelines presented in the physical part of the
system.
When elaborating a CiL simulation of a wheel or axle rotation, one can consider two
options to calculate the tire slip. The first one implies using the wheel speed calculated
from the measured rpms of the associated shaft in the physical part of the system. The
second option is to use the wheel speed calculated by the model of wheel dynamics. Both
options employ a tire model in which the longitudinal slip is an argument of the function
calculating the tire force that is very sensitive to slip variation: the maximum value of
the tire force is reached at 10 . . . 15% slip or less. Therefore, even small variations of the
slip entail substantial changes in the tire force. When considering the first option, this
imposes strict requirements on the precision of rpm measurement and tracking. Excessive
inaccuracies could entail large variations in the calculated tire force and, consequently, in
the dynamometer torque leading to its oscillations that could render the system unstable or
even inflict a mechanical damage. The second option does not impose such requirements,
since the slip results from the values of both the vehicle speed and the wheel speed
calculated by virtual models. Hence, the accuracy of rpm tracking does not have a direct
influence on the tire model. Therefore, especially in cases of a limited precision and
dynamic performance of the testing equipment, the second slip estimating option can be
considered as preferable.
Figure 2 illustrates the above principles implemented as the physical, simulating, and
control loops of a CiL system including one hardware driveline. Other drivelines (if any)
are added to the system in the same manner.




Figure 2. Hardware arrangement, simulation and control loops of a CiL system for powertrain 
testing with a vehicle model taking into account the tire slip. 
2.2. Virtual Inertia 
One of the key aspects in simulation of the drivetrain’s operating load is the ratio 
between the inertial and the controlled (e.g., electromagnetic) portions of the loading 
torque. In principle, the described control techniques allow for simulation of vehicle and 
powertrain transient operation with no need of employing an inertial loading device (i.e., 
flywheel). However, a dynamometer has its own inertia constituted by the rotating parts. 
Also, in some types of tests, using an additional inertial device could be worthwhile. To 
assess the role of the dynamometer’s inertia, one can analyze the load equilibriums that 
take place in two types of experiments. In the first one, tire slip is neglected. The corre-
sponding system (1) contains expressions that characterize the equilibriums of the torques 
and moments acting at the powertrain’s output shaft in both the physical and virtual do-
mains, as well as the relation between the simulated inertia (in this case—the vehicle’s 
equivalent inertia ℐ , .) and the dynamometer inertia ℐ  in the form of an inequal-
ity. For simplicity, the stiffness of the shaft connecting the powertrain output to the dyna-
mometer input is neglected. 𝑇 , = −𝑇 + 𝑀ℐ, ,𝑇 , = 𝑀ℐ, + 𝑀 ,ℐ < ℐ , .   (1)
In the physical system, the torque sensor is acted upon by the transmission output 
torque 𝑇 ,  (from one side) and by the sum of the dynamometer’s controlled torque 𝑇  and its inertial moment 𝑀ℐ,  (from other side). In the virtual system, the vehicle 
mass can be transformed into an equivalent flywheel (ℐ , .) attached to the transmis-
sion output shaft, which is acted upon by the transmission output torque 𝑇 , , meas-
ured by the physical sensor, and the calculated resistance moment 𝑀  representing 
the road load. As the dynamometer internal inertia is assumed lower than that of the ve-
hicle, the lack of the inertial load is to be compensated by the dynamometer torque 𝑇  
controlled by the regulator. The compensating torque should be negative (i.e., braking) 
when simulating a vehicle acceleration and positive (traction) during a deceleration. It 
should be noted that long-run transient tests, such as series of driving cycles, would re-
Figure 2. Hardware arrangement, simulation and control loops of a CiL system for powertrain testing
with a vehicle model taking into account the tire slip.
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Similar techniques apply when one needs to simulate vehicle’s trajectory motion,
which is characterized by certain kinematic relations between the wheels belonging to
different axles and sides (i.e., right/left) of the vehicle. The main difference with the above
case is the calculation of the wheel’s center linear velocity. In the simplest case not consid-
ering lateral slip, it can be calculated from so-called Ackermann’s kinematics [29] (p. 260).
When the sideslip is to be considered, the lateral and yaw vehicle dynamics are simulated,
and the wheel’s center velocity is calculated using the yaw rate and the sideslip angle (a
detailed description can be found, for example, in [30]).
2.2. Virtual Inertia
One of the key aspects in simulation of the drivetrain’s operating load is the ratio
between the inertial and the controlled (e.g., electromagnetic) portions of the loading
torque. In principle, the described control techniques allow for simulation of vehicle
and powertrain transient operation with no need of employing an inertial loading device
(i.e., flywheel). However, a dynamometer has its own inertia constituted by the rotating
parts. Also, in some types of tests, using an additional inertial device could be worthwhile.
To assess the role of the dynamometer’s inertia, one can analyze the load equilibriums
that take place in two types of experiments. In the first one, tire slip is neglected. The
corresponding system (1) contains expressions that characterize the equilibriums of the
torques and moments acting at the powertrain’s output shaft in both the physical and
virtual domains, as well as the relation between the simulated inertia (in this case—the
vehicle’s equivalent inertia Iveh,equiv.) and the dynamometer inertia Idyn in the form of an
inequality. For simplicity, the stiffness of the shaft connecting the powertrain output to the
dynamometer input is neglected.










In the physical system, the torque sensor is acted upon by the transmission output
torque Tacttr,out (from one side) and by the sum of the dynamometer’s controlled torque T
act
dyn
and its inertial moment MactI ,dyn (from other side). In the virtual system, the vehicle mass
can be transformed into an equivalent flywheel (Iveh,equiv.) attached to the transmission
output shaft, which is acted upon by the transmission output torque Tmeastr,out, measured by
the physical sensor, and the calculated resistance moment Mmodresist representing the road
load. As the dynamometer internal inertia is assumed lower than that of the vehicle, the
lack of the inertial load is to be compensated by the dynamometer torque Tactdyn controlled by
the regulator. The compensating torque should be negative (i.e., braking) when simulating
a vehicle acceleration and positive (traction) during a deceleration. It should be noted that
long-run transient tests, such as series of driving cycles, would require substantial amounts
of energy to be exchanged with some external source if the vehicle inertia is simulated by the
dynamometer torque. The optimal solution to provide such a functionality is to equip the
laboratory with a rechargeable energy storage, which will consume the generated energy
in accelerated- and constant speed driving and supply an energy to provide simulation
of decelerations. Another solution is more traditional implying that the energy generated
by the dynamometer is transmitted into an electrical net or obtained from there when the
dynamometer operates in the traction mode. However, if the laboratory does not have
means to regenerate energy into a net, there is no other way except to transform it into heat
and dissipate. To reduce the amount of this dissipated energy, one can use an additional
inertial load to simulate at least the constant part of the vehicle mass (i.e., the curb mass). In
that case, the dynamometer should provide the road load and the inertial load equivalent
to the transported cargo or passengers.
The system (2) includes the equilibrium expressions for a simulation considering tire
slip. In that case the vehicle inertia cannot be lumped into the driveline inertia; therefore,
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the inertial load is only exerted by the simulated axle and/or wheels (MmodI ,axle/wheel). Other
resistance factors including the vehicle equivalent inertia, tire rolling resistance, and air
drag are lumped into the moment Mmodtire , which represents both the external and internal
resistances counteracted by the tire contact force.





I ,axle/wheel + M
mod
tire ,
Idyn ≥ or ≤ Iaxle/wheel .
(2)
Since an axle or a wheel inertia Iaxle/wheel is relatively small (especially when compared
to that of a vehicle), one cannot exclude the case when the dynamometer inertia Idyn is
larger than Iaxle/wheel . When simulating an intensive tire slip accompanied by accelerations
of transmission shafts, an excessive dynamometer inertia will exert a significant moment.
Not corresponding to the simulated process, this moment should be compensated by
the controlled torque, which can be called a “negative virtual inertia.” To avoid such a
complication, it is preferable that, in an experiment considering tire slip, the dynamometer
inertia does not exceed the simulated inertia by far. One cannot exclude the opposite case
when the dynamometer inertia is significantly smaller than that of the simulated driveline.
Compensating this “inertia deficiency” implies that the dynamometer should exert a
“positive virtual inertia” using the controlled torque. This will require of the dynamometer
to have a fast time response when simulating an intensive tire slip. If the dynamometer
does not meet this requirement, an additional inertial load could be attached to its shaft
allowing to exclude the higher frequency range from transient processes. Obviously, the
optimum value of the additional inertia would be that making the total inertia of the
dynamometer equal to Iaxle/wheel or close to it.
It should be emphasized that the described dynamometer control techniques are based
on the tracking error compensation principle, which does not require taking into account
the dynamometer inertia and the inertia of an additional flywheel (if any) in calculating
the “virtual inertia,” since this is done automatically as a part of the error compensation
principle. A simulation of an operating load does not require knowing the values of
these inertias. Some published works suggest compensating the dynamometer inertia
by subtracting its calculated moment from the torque measured by the shaft sensor. In
no way such a “compensation” will affect the closed loop control, as it exerts the torque
corresponding to the virtual inertia automatically when reacting to the rpm error. Therefore,
instead of eliminating the dynamometer inertia from the simulation, a “compensation”
will change the simulated vehicle mass. As an illustration, one can imagine an extreme
case, when the dynamometer inertia is close to that of the vehicle, for example 90% of that.
Subtracting the inertial moment from the measured torque will make the simulated vehicle
mass diminish by 90%. If the torque acting at the transmission output shaft yields an
angular acceleration equal to, for example, 1 (unit acceleration), the measured value of that
torque will “drive” the simulated vehicle with an acceleration equal to 10. In response, the
regulator of the dynamometer will exert the controlled torque in an attempt to accelerate
the dynamometer inertia accordingly (i.e., ten times faster). As a result, instead of the
desired vehicle mass the system will imitate a vehicle ten times lighter, but with ten times
higher dynamometer torques due to a necessity of accelerating its large inertia. One can
also find examples of compensating the inertia of the components constituting the physical
part of the tested powertrain by adding this inertia to the virtual model. This is incorrect,
as this inertia is included in the torque measured by the shaft sensor.
3. Mathematical Models of Vehicle Dynamics for CiL Systems
3.1. “Simple” Model
The virtual part of a CiL system for powertrain testing should include at least a
model of vehicle dynamics. The complexity of this model depends on driving modes to be
simulated by the CiL system. Another criterion is whether tire slip should be taken into
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account. The simplest case implies linear motion of the vehicle with the tire slip neglected.
This approach is suitable for simulation of driving cycles, which, generally, do not contain
steering maneuvers and imply driving with moderate accelerations at high adhesion road
surfaces, i.e., conditions in which a substantial tire slip does not occur. To simulate such
regimes, one can use a model of vehicle dynamics (hereafter referred to as the “simple”
model) describing a linear motion of one lumped mass expressed as follows:
.
vx,v =
∑ Tw/rw − Ff − Fair,x − Fβ
mv + p·Iw/r2w
,
where vx,v is the vehicle longitudinal velocity; ∑ Tw is the total torque exerted at the
vehicle’s driving wheels; Ff is the force equivalent to the total rolling resistance of the
vehicle’s tires; Fair,x is the air drag force; Fβ is the longitudinal projection of the gravity
force when driving at inclined road surfaces; mv is the vehicle’s mass; p is the number of
the vehicle’s wheels; Iw is the wheel inertia; rw is the wheel geometric radius.
The expression for the rolling resistance force is derived by lumping the rolling
resistance moments of all the vehicle tires under the assumption of their mutual equality.
The resulting expression reads Ff = mv·g· f , where g is the gravity constant and f is
the rolling resistance coefficient. The latter depends on several factors, however, under
assumptions of a moderate wheel torque, absence of tire sideslip, normal operating tire
temperature and pressure, it can be approximated as a function of the wheel’s center
linear velocity (in the “simple” model, it is equal to that of the vehicle) and the type of
road surface [31] (pp. 43–44): f = f0 + k f ·v2x,v + fsur f , where f0 is the rolling resistance
coefficient at near-zero velocity, k f is the gain of the quadratic velocity term, and fsur f is
the additional rolling resistance associated with the type of the road surface (e.g., asphalt,
snow, ice, etc.,).
The gravity force projection onto the road surface is proportional to the vehicle weight
and the road inclination angle β: Fβ = mv·g·sin(β). The air drag force can be calculated
using the well-known empirical formula [31] (p. 96) Fair,x = 0.5·Cx·Av·ρair·v2x,v, where Cx
is the vehicle longitudinal air drag coefficient, Av is the frontal area of the vehicle, and ρair
is the air density.
3.2. “Complex” Model
A typical example of a testing task requiring a more detailed model is simulation
of trajectory maneuvers taking into account the limited tire-road adhesion. Such driving
modes could be used to assess the powertrain performance in such tasks as traction control
and torque vectoring. This requires taking into account the tire slip in both the longitudinal
and lateral directions that entails modeling the vehicle trajectory motion and the wheel
angular motion as independent dynamic processes linked by kinematic relations. When
designing a CiL system, it is advisable to elaborate a model that delivers such a functionality
while being a reasonable trade-off between an accuracy, complexity, and calculating burden.
As an example, one can propose the model used in the CiL system developed for the case
study described in Section 4. It consists of six lumped masses, namely, the vehicle mass
performing trajectory motion and having three degrees of freedom, the sprung mass
performing roll motion, and four rotating wheel masses. The equations of this model are
derived from schematics describing the mentioned types of motion. The schematics are
omitted in this article, however, an interested reader is referred to the publication that
contains those schematics along with a detailed description of the model [30] (similar
models can also be found in the publications dedicated to vehicle dynamics, for example
in [29] (pp. 303–309)). The differential equations derived from the said schematics can be
aggregated into the following system (hereafter referred to as the “complex” model):
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where ax,v and ay,v are the longitudinal and lateral components of the acceleration vector
in the vehicle’s center of gravity; vx,v and vy,v are the longitudinal and lateral components
of the linear velocity vector in the vehicle’s center of gravity; ωz,v is the vehicle yaw rate;
Fx,v and Fy,v are the longitudinal and lateral projections of the tire force onto the vehicle
coordinate axes; Iz,v is the vehicle yaw inertia; Mz is the yawing moment exerted by the
tire force; Ix,spr is the roll inertia of the vehicle’s sprung mass; hcg,v is the height of the
vehicle’s center of gravity above the road surface; ϕ is the roll angle of the sprung mass; cϕ
and dϕ are respectively the roll stiffness and damping coefficient of a suspension; Fx,w is
the longitudinal projection of the tire force onto the wheel coordinate axes.
In the system (3), the variables associated with individual wheels or axles are provided
with indices i and j. The former is the number of the axle, while the latter is the number
of the wheel associated with the i-th axle (meaning that each axle has its own wheel
numeration). The total number of the vehicle axles is denoted by n, while k[i] is the total
number of the wheels associated with the i-th axle. Note that the last line of the system
(3) corresponds to the ij-th wheel meaning that this line actually represents the array of
equations describing rotational dynamics of all the modeled vehicle wheels.
The components of a tire force vector are calculated using functions of the tire lon-
gitudinal slip and the sideslip angle. These functions constitute the tire-road adhesion
model, which can be selected from the existing variety [28] (pp. 81–85). In the case study
described below, a well-known semi-empirical model called the Magic Formula devised
by H.B. Pacejka [28] (pp. 165–183) was employed. The detailed descriptions of the kine-
matic relationships for the tire longitudinal slip and the sideslip angle are presented in the
work [30], as well as the equations projecting the tire force components from the wheel-
bound coordinate system onto the vehicle-bound coordinate system. The normal tire forces
are calculated using a static equilibrium of moments involving the body-roll moment built
by the suspensions and calculated from the body roll equation (i.e., the fourth equation of
the system (3)).
The described models are merely examples of “simple” and “complex” solutions that
can be employed in a CiL system intended for powertrain testing. Other types of models
are possible, for example, putting emphasis on suspensions and road unevenness or having
more/less degrees of freedom, etc. The choice is defined by specific testing tasks for which
the elaborated CiL system is intended.
4. Case Study
4.1. The Object and the Tasks
The case study was conducted as a part of a project aimed at development of a heavy-
duty hybrid electric vehicle (specifically, a tractor for an articulated vehicle) intended for
long haulage. A schematic of its powertrain is shown in Figure 3. The main components
are highlighted in red. The blue lines depict high-voltage connections.
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Figure 3. The studied hybrid powertrain intended for a heavy-duty vehicle. 1—internal combustion
engine, 2—hybrid module, 3—automated gearbox, 4, 5—front electric drives with reduction gears,
6—traction battery.
The powertrain belongs to an all-wheel-drive type. The main driveline connected to
the rear axle has the parallel hybrid topology. It consists of an internal combustion engine 1
(diesel), a so-called hybrid module 2, and an automated mechanical gearbox 3 (also called
a robotized gearbox).
The main components of the hybrid module are a traction electric machine and an
automated clutch housed by a common casing (see for example [32,33]). The electric
machine has the maximum power and torque that, together with a multispeed gearbox,
provide the vehicle with a wide range of pure electric traction and regenerative braking
when the engine is disconnected from the transmission. When the module’s clutch is
engaged, both the engine and the electric machine are connected to the gearbox providing
the hybrid mode. If the traction battery needs replenishing, the engine produces a surplus
power that is then drawn by the electric machine, which operates in the generation mode.
The electric machine of a hybrid module also performs the synchronizing operation when
the gearbox is shifting: during an upshift, it exerts a braking torque that decelerates the
input shaft of the gearbox, and accelerates that shaft when downshifting. The front electric
motors are intended for auxiliary features like an additional traction when driving uphill
or at low-adhesion surfaces. They also provide regenerative braking. Table 1 summarizes
the main characteristics of the powertrain components.
Table 1. Characteristics and parameters of the heavy-duty hybrid powertrain involved in the case
study.
Component Type and/or Parameters
Internal combustion engine diesel
Volume, L 8.9
Rated power, kW 280
Maximum torque, Nm 1700
Gearbox automated mechanical, 12-speed
Hybrid module three-phase, permanent magnet electric drive +automatic dry clutch
Maximum power of the electric drive, kW 150
Maximum torque of the electric drive, Nm 1100
Front electric drive (two units) three-phase, permanent magnet
Unit’s maximum power, kW 75
Unit’s maximum torque, Nm 250
Reduction gear ratio 12.6
Traction battery lithium-ion
Energy content, kWh 14
Nominal voltage, V 700
The goal of the work presented by this article was to develop a system for laboratory
testing of the said hybrid powertrain allowing to study its characteristics and to elaborate
or calibrate its control system in different operating conditions: driving cycles, driving at
surfaces with limited tire adhesion, handling maneuvers.
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4.2. Component-in-the-Loop System Design and Implementation
4.2.1. Design Concept
The principle described in Section 2.1 for powertrains having several drivelines says
that the coordinated simulation of operating loads is implemented using a model of vehicle
dynamics having its wheels or axles involved in a closed loop control of the dynamometers
associated with the tested physical drivelines. Based on this principle, a component-in-the-
loop system has been developed for laboratory testing of the hybrid powertrain. Figure 4
shows a schematic of that system.




Figure 4. CiL system hardware arrangement, control loops, and data flows. 
The “CiL controls” block constitutes a hardware controller containing software im-
plementations of the virtual model and the regulators of the loading devices, as well as 
the means to communicate with the external controlling and measurement equipment. 
The data wires connecting the CiL controller to the surrounding equipment are shown as 
the color lines having the arrows that indicate the directions of the data flows. The lines 
with no arrows correspond to bilateral data flows. Inside the controller, the “Interface” 
block houses both hardware and software means to receive the feedback signals from the 
measuring equipment (i.e., the shaft torques 𝑇 , 𝑇 , 𝑇  and rpms 𝑛 , 𝑛 , 𝑛 ) and the HCU (CAN bus signals), and to transmit the command signals into 
the local controllers of the dynamometers and into the HCU (the accelerator and brake 
signals). The “Dyno controls” block contains a software implementation of the three reg-
ulators controlling the rpms of the rear driveline and the front electric machines by means 
of the torque commands for the corresponding dynamometers (𝑇 , , 𝑇 , , 𝑇 , ). 
The CiL controller stores a software implementation of the mathematical models con-
stituting the virtual part of the tested system and runs those models in real-time. Depend-
ing on testing task, the system’s operator can choose between the above-described “sim-
ple” model intended for driving cycles and the “complex” model intended for dynamic 
maneuvers. 
Depending on the selected vehicle model, the “Driver model” block activates one or 
two control loops. The first loop regulates the velocity of the virtual vehicle using a refer-
ence signal (for example, a velocity value required by a driving cycle) and the feedback 
signal being the longitudinal component of the vehicle velocity calculated by the model. 
The discrepancy between these variables is eliminated by means of two regulators out-
putting the command values for the accelerator and the brake pedals. Since those pedals 
are not physically presented in the CiL system, their command signals are fed directly into 
the HCU. Therefore, the velocity control loop contains both software models and physical 
fl .
e physical part of the CiL system contains all the above-described po ertrain
components except for the reduction gears of the front electric machines. The physical
interaction between the hard are and the software parts of the CiL syste is provided by
the loading devices connected to the output shaft of the rear driveline (“Dyno rear”) and
to each of the front electric machines (“Dyno FR” and “Dyno FL”, where “FR” stands for
“front right” and “FL” for “front left”). The torque and rpm sensors embedded between
the shafts of the powertrain units and the loading devices provide feedbacks for the virtual
part of the CiL system and for the regulators of the loading devices. The block called
“Loading gearbox” corresponds to a multispeed manual gearbox placed between the rear
driveline and the rear dynamometer in order to match the loading range to the simulated
driving conditions. The need of using this gearbox was due to a wide torque range seen at
the output shaft of the automated gearbox, which could not be fully handled by the electric
machine used as the rear loading device.
The schematic also shows a hardware device called Hybrid Control Unit (HCU) that
contains the top-level powertrain control system connected to the local controllers by
bilateral data lines using CAN protocol. The local controllers (not shown in Figure 4 as
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separate devices) are associated with each of the powertrain components providing the
management of their operation and/or monitoring of their parameters.
The “CiL controls” block constitutes a hardware controller containing software im-
plementations of the virtual model and the regulators of the loading devices, as well as
the means to communicate with the external controlling and measurement equipment.
The data wires connecting the CiL controller to the surrounding equipment are shown as
the color lines having the arrows that indicate the directions of the data flows. The lines
with no arrows correspond to bilateral data flows. Inside the controller, the “Interface”
block houses both hardware and software means to receive the feedback signals from
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controlling the rpms of the rear driveline and the front electric machines by means of the





The CiL controller stores a software implementation of the mathematical models
constituting the virtual part of the tested system and runs those models in real-time.
Depending on testing task, the system’s operator can choose between the above-described
“simple” model intended for driving cycles and the “complex” model intended for dynamic
maneuvers.
Depending on the selected vehicle model, the “Driver model” block activates one
or two control loops. The first loop regulates the velocity of the virtual vehicle using
a reference signal (for example, a velocity value required by a driving cycle) and the
feedback signal being the longitudinal component of the vehicle velocity calculated by the
model. The discrepancy between these variables is eliminated by means of two regulators
outputting the command values for the accelerator and the brake pedals. Since those pedals
are not physically presented in the CiL system, their command signals are fed directly into
the HCU. Therefore, the velocity control loop contains both software models and physical
devices making the hardware powertrain “drive” the virtual vehicle. When a simulation
of handling maneuvers is required, an additional control loop is activated that allows
the virtual vehicle to drive along predefined trajectories. A subroutine of this program
module estimates a linear deviation of the vehicle’s path from the reference trajectory, and
then feeds the tracking error into the regulator that calculates the steering wheel angle
eliminating the deviation. The value of that angle is transmitted into the model of vehicle
dynamics as a control input. Therefore, the second loop is purely virtual and has no direct
effect on the hardware part of the system. However, it influences the operation of the tested
powertrain indirectly—via the vehicle kinematics that defines the angular speeds of the
powertrain shafts entailing a reaction of the powertrain controls.
4.2.2. Implementation
The CiL system has been built in a laboratory intended for powertrain testing. The
hardware part consists of two test benches, one of which houses the rear driveline and its
load simulating equipment (Figure 5a), while the second one contains the front electric
drives and their loading devices (Figure 5b). The power electronics, the traction battery
(Figure 5c), and the auxiliary equipment are placed between the test benches. Absence of
mechanical connections between the front and the rear drivelines allowed mounting them
inside the laboratory independently of their arrangement at the chassis of an actual vehicle,
which is illustrated by the CAD model shown in Figure 5e.
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Figure 5. a rat r setup for CiL testing of the hybrid powertrain. a—test bench for the rear
driveline, b—test bench for the front electric drives, c traction battery, d torque and rpm sensor
installed in the rear driveline’s test bench, e—CAD model of the testing facility. 1—engine, 2—
automated gearbox with the hybrid module, 3—loading gearbox, 4—front electric drive, 5—front
loading device.
Physical interfacing between the powertrain components and the virtual model is
provided by the electric machines capable of operating in traction and generations modes.
In the junctions of the powertrain units and the loading devices, sensors were installed
providing the torque and speed feedback. One of them, belonging to the rear driveline’s
test bench, is shown in Figure 5d.
4.3. Component-in-the-Loop Testing Results
To evaluate the functionality of the developed CiL system, series of tests were con-
ducted in the driving modes listed in Section 4.1. The main parameters of the simulated
vehicle are summarized in Table 2 corresponding to those of a typical artic (tractor).
Table 2. Main parameters of the simulated vehicle.
mv, kg hcg,v, m Cx Av, m2 f0 kf
9225 1.1 0.62 6.85 0.0045 2 × 10−6
The test type to be performed first was a driving cycle. The vehicle model used in
that case within the CiL controller was the “simple” one implying a lumped single-mass
vehicle moving linearly. Therefore, in the “Driver model” block, only the linear velocity
control loop was active.
For a heavy-duty hybrid vehicle, one can consider the transient cycle defined by the
UNECE Regulation No 49 [34] as a representative driving schedule when speaking of its
version plotting the vehicle velocity against time. In regard of the covered operating range
of a vehicle, the urban part of the cycle is the most interesting, as it implies the full ratio
range of the automated gearbox to be in use, which, in turn, makes the engine and the
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hybrid module deliver their functions in broad ranges of torque and rpms (due to a close
association of their operating regimes with that of the gearbox).
The testing series consisted of ten runs in the urban driving cycle. Some of the variables
logged in one of those runs are shown in Figure 6 demonstrating a comprehensive picture
of the hybrid powertrain operation. From the top to the bottom of the figure, one can see
the following graphs: the vehicle velocity prescribed by the cycle schedule, calculated by
the model of vehicle dynamics, and calculated from the rpm measurements at the rear
output shaft; the torques and rpms of the internal combustion engine (ICE) and the rear
traction electric machine (EM, R), as well as the number of the engaged gear obtained
from the CAN bus; the measured engine fuel rate and the mass of the consumed fuel; the
traction battery current, voltage, and the state of charge (SOC) obtained from the CAN bus
(specifically, from the battery management system).




Figure 6. Example of CiL testing results simulating the hybrid powertrain operation in a driving 
cycle. 
From the presented graphs, one can see that, when simulating the turn, both the ve-
hicle model and the hardware powertrain components were operating adequately show-
ing the correct kinematic relations between the wheel speeds. Since a left turn was simu-
lated, the front right wheel was in the outer position (in relation to the center of the turn), 
hence being the outrunning one, while the front left wheel was in the inner position there-
fore having a lower speed. One can also see that the calculated slip of the rear left wheel 
was larger than those of the other wheels were. That occurred due to two factors, namely, 
a redistribution of the normal forces in the virtual model and an increase of the engine 
torque in the hardware part of the rear driveline (in order to keep the required speed the 
driver model increased the accelerator signal). That combination of the physical and vir-
tual factors resulted in an increase of the torque and lowering of the weight acting at the 
rear left wheel, which, in turn, entailed a higher calculated slip. This is an illustration of 
the mutual influence between the virtual and the physical factors affecting the simulated 
vehicle behavior. 
le of CiL testing results simulating the hybrid powe train operation in a driving
l .
The driving cycle tests have shown that the synchro ization of the virtual and physical
parts of th CiL system is stable and sufficiently accurate in terms of tracking the rpm of the
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output shaft calculated by the model. The driver model also performs with an acceptable
accuracy having the velocity tracking error whose average does not exceed 2 km/h, which
conforms to typical requirements of the technical standards that include driving cycle tests.
In the graphs of the electric machine torque and the battery parameters, one can notice a
number of spikes that indicate gear-synchronizing events mentioned in Section 4.1.
The testing series simulating trajectory motion taking into account the tire-road ad-
hesion included two handling maneuvers, namely, “turn” and “lane change.” In the CiL
controller, the “complex” vehicle model was selected to simulate trajectory motion with
the tires slipping in the longitudinal and lateral directions. The additional controlling loop
was activated in the driver model for path tracking. Figure 7 demonstrates the results of a
test that simulated a turn having a radius of 35 m at a dry asphalt road with the maximum
adhesion coefficient of 0.9. The plots show the following variables (from top to bottom):
the calculated steering wheel angle (δSW); the linear velocities (vx) of the front wheels (FR
and FL) and the rear axle (R) calculated by the model (mod) and measured using the rpm
sensors (meas); the torques of the engine (TICE), the rear electric machine (TEM,R), and the
front electric machines (TEM,F) obtained from the CAN bus; the lateral acceleration in the
vehicle’s center of gravity (ay,cg) calculated by the model; the values of the longitudinal tire
slip (Sx) calculated by the model for all the vehicle wheels.
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or/and kinematics of trajectory motion. The principle is based on the cyclic relations 
between the vehicle velocity and the wheel speed stemming from the tire slip and the 
longitudinal tire force. The latter is a function of the slip, and simultaneously, the 
common acting factor for both the vehicle- and wheel dynamics. Therefore, the sim-
ulating loops sharing the common vehicle velocity and the individual angular speeds 
of the wheels generate the rpm commands for the dynamometers connected to the 
physical drivelines resulting in their synchronization in accordance with the simu-
lated driving mode. The model of vehicle dynamics serves as a synchronizing “pivot” 
for the speed regimes of the modeled wheels (or axles) and the loading regimes of 
the hardware drivelines associated with those wheels. 
2. The analysis and clarification of the “virtual inertia” principle allows concluding that 
when an inertia is simulated by means of a closed loop control of the drivetrain’s 
shaft angular speed, it does not need to be taken into account or compensated in any 
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From the presented graphs, one can see that, when simulating the turn, both the vehicle
model and the hardware powertrain components were operating adequately s owing the
correct kinematic relations between the wheel speeds. Since a left turn was simulated, the
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front right wheel was in the outer position (in relation to the center of the turn), hence being
the outrunning one, while the front left wheel was in the inner position therefore having a
lower speed. One can also see that the calculated slip of the rear left wheel was larger than
those of the other wheels were. That occurred due to two factors, namely, a redistribution of
the normal forces in the virtual model and an increase of the engine torque in the hardware
part of the rear driveline (in order to keep the required speed the driver model increased
the accelerator signal). That combination of the physical and virtual factors resulted in
an increase of the torque and lowering of the weight acting at the rear left wheel, which,
in turn, entailed a higher calculated slip. This is an illustration of the mutual influence
between the virtual and the physical factors affecting the simulated vehicle behavior.
5. Conclusions
Resuming the study described in the article, one can highlight its key methodical and
practical results. The theoretical analysis has three main outcomes contributing to the CiL
methodology. These can be formulated as follows.
1. When considering all-wheel-drive powertrains having functions that deal with ve-
hicle active safety and dynamics, the CiL system is supposed to simulate vehicle
maneuvers at road surfaces with a limited tire adhesion. In that case, one can use
the described principle of synchronizing the operating loads between different drive-
lines of the powertrain taking into account their independent rotation due to tire slip
or/and kinematics of trajectory motion. The principle is based on the cyclic relations
between the vehicle velocity and the wheel speed stemming from the tire slip and
the longitudinal tire force. The latter is a function of the slip, and simultaneously,
the common acting factor for both the vehicle- and wheel dynamics. Therefore, the
simulating loops sharing the common vehicle velocity and the individual angular
speeds of the wheels generate the rpm commands for the dynamometers connected to
the physical drivelines resulting in their synchronization in accordance with the simu-
lated driving mode. The model of vehicle dynamics serves as a synchronizing “pivot”
for the speed regimes of the modeled wheels (or axles) and the loading regimes of the
hardware drivelines associated with those wheels.
2. The analysis and clarification of the “virtual inertia” principle allows concluding that
when an inertia is simulated by means of a closed loop control of the drivetrain’s
shaft angular speed, it does not need to be taken into account or compensated in any
additional way—neither in the vehicle model, nor in the CiL control system. If the
virtual inertia is intended to simulate the vehicle mass then, in the virtual model, the
vehicle should have the same mass as in an actual road test (i.e., no mass correction is
required). The torque feedback signal provided by the shaft-mounted sensor “drives”
the virtual vehicle, while the shaft angular speed feedback makes the dynamometer
exert an operating load corresponding to the sum of the resistance forces including
the inertial one.
3. If the laboratory equipment employed in the CiL system is limited in terms of preci-
sion and time response, one can resort to the described method of tire slip simulation
having low sensitivity to errors of measurement equipment and actuating mecha-
nisms. The method implies that the slip is estimated using the calculated value of
the wheel angular speed rather than that derived from the measured shaft rpm. This
makes calculation of the tire force less dependent on hardware inaccuracies, therefore
avoiding errors in the loading torque exerted by the dynamometer. When using the
calculated quantity of the angular speed, the hardware equipment of a CiL system
will simulate tire slip to the extent of accuracy allowed by its construction, hardware
errors will not have a significant influence on this process.
The said methodical outcomes has been implemented in a laboratory facility for
testing of a hybrid powertrain that features individual driving of the rear axle and each
of the front wheels. The tests simulating vehicle operation in a driving cycle and in
trajectory maneuvers have demonstrated an adequate and accurate interaction between the
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virtual vehicle and the hardware powertrain, therefore verifying the design and operating
approaches described and analyzed in the theoretical part of the study.
When considering future applications of the presented methodology, one can draw
the following conclusions. Being based on universal and scalable simulating and control
methods, the described techniques are versatile and can be applied to different kinds of
powertrains including conventional and alternative with different numbers of driving axles
and wheels, belonging either to heavy-duty or light-duty vehicles. Various powertrain
functions can be developed or studied be means of the described CiL approaches including
coordinated control of driveline components, traction control, and yawing moment control.
Better understanding of the CiL design and operating principles stemming from the
methodical outcomes of the study should help researchers and developers to elaborate
systems that adequately and accurately replicate powertrain functioning in miscellanea of
driving conditions.
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CAD Computer aided design
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